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Today we are announcing the filing of a lawsuit against Yum! Brands, the owner of KFC

restaurants, for preparing KFC’s chicken, potatoes, pot pies, biscuits, and certain other

foods with partially hydrogenated oil or shortening.  Partially hydrogenated oil is rich in

trans fat, a potent cause of heart disease.

We are asking the Superior Court in Washington, D.C., to order KFC restaurants to

switch to a healthier frying oil or, at the very least, to post a sign that would alert

consumers to the use of a harmful ingredient.  After all, the presence of trans fat cannot

be detected by taste, smell, or appearance.  The signs we want would state something like

“KFC’s fried chicken and certain other foods contain trans fat, which promotes heart

disease.”  While our lawsuit is limited to the KFC outlets in Washington, we hope that

the resolution of the suit ultimately would apply to all 5,400 restaurants in the United

States and the 8,000 overseas.  KFC is the second-largest restaurant chain, with almost

$5.2 billion in annual sales in the U.S. and another $6.3 billion overseas.

How big a problem is the trans fat at KFC?  Consider that official recommendations have

been to consume less than about 2 grams per day—including that which occurs naturally

in beef and dairy products.  Consider 2 grams a benchmark.  A 3-piece Extra Crispy fried

chicken (7.5g) dinner with a biscuit (3.5g) and potato wedges (4g) contains 15g grams of

trans fat.  One Pot Pie contains 14 grams.  Get Apple Pie Mini’s for dessert, and you’ll

add another 7 grams of trans fat.  When people eat at KFC, their meals typically are

dripping with trans fat.

A key reason we are suing the second-largest chain and not the largest, McDonald’s, is

that McDonald’s main fried food is a side dish—French fries—whereas KFC fries the

main course—the chicken.  For instance, a large order of McDonald’s fries contains a



hefty 8 grams of trans fat, and a 6-piece order of Chicken McNuggets contains 1.5 grams.

That’s bad, but not nearly as bad as many KFC meals.

Let me explain why we are so concerned about trans fat.  The first evidence that it

promotes heart disease came in 1990.  Since then, dozens of clinical and epidemiology

studies have documented its harmfulness.  Trans fat both raises the “bad” LDL

cholesterol and lowers the “good” HDL cholesterol.  Researchers at the Harvard School

of Public Health recently estimated that trans fat causes between 72,000 and 228,000

heart attacks a year, including roughly 50,000 fatal ones.  There is also evidence that it

promotes diabetes, and this week a study on monkeys has even linked it to obesity.

CSPI first called on the FDA in 1993 to require trans fat to be listed on food labels.  The

FDA eventually did require that, and trans-fat numbers finally began appearing on

Nutrition Facts labels last January.  That labeling has spurred many food processors,

including ConAgra, Kraft, and Frito-Lay to switch to healthier oils.  Thousands of lives

will be changed because of that change.  But restaurants have had little incentive to

change oils, because the labeling requirement didn’t apply to them.  In 2004, CSPI

petitioned the FDA to require restaurants to post signs indicating that they prepare foods

with trans fat, but the FDA has done nothing.  As far as I know, only two major chains,

Wendy’s and Ruby Tuesday, are switching to healthier oils.  But the fact that those giants

could switch indicates that KFC and every other chain also could switch.

To complete the history lesson, in 2004 also CSPI petitioned the FDA to essentially ban

the use of partially hydrogenated oil.  Again, the FDA has not responded.  Whether the

FDA bans trans fat, or companies voluntarily switch oils makes no difference to us.  But

as long as nothing happens, CSPI will turn to courts and legislatures.  Americans deserve

packaged and restaurant foods that are made with the most healthful—not the most

harmful—ingredients.
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